
IS YOUR NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION 
GETTING ITS FAIR SHARE OF THE 
MARKET RETURNS?

We help you to achieve worthy causes.sm

Portfolio Management is our Only Business.®

Quantitative Portfolio Management



“What’s measured improves.”
Peter F. Drucker

Management Consultant, Educator, and Author

The majority of non-profit investors and donors in publicly 
held securities have not earned reasonable returns in 
relation to the rewards and associated risks.  The primary 
reasons are subjectivity (greed, fear, euphoria, hubris, etc.) 
and high fees.
Secondary reasons for poor performance are: 

•  Performance standards are all-too-often unnecessarily complicated and lower than
investable benchmarks.

•  Fiduciaries do not clearly understand the costs and correlations of their public,
alternative, and private market allocations.

•  Results are negatively impacted by subjective valuations, illiquidity, and a lack of
transparency (including hidden fees).

As the chart on page 2 shows, from 1926 to 2019 global fixed income and equity annual returns
averaged 5.4% and 10.1%.  However, many investors have not even earned the 2.9% average 
inflation rate.  Furthermore, ten-year forecasted returns at 2.3% and 6.0% are meaningfully below
their historical averages.  To address these issues, Midwest builds all portfolios solely to
benefit clients, and encourages investors to consider objective, cost-efficient strategies.*

*All fixed, equity, and inflation rates are estimates and derived from various sources.  Please see page 6.

WHY DO MANY NON-PROFIT ENTITIES 
MEANINGFULLY UNDER PERFORM 
INVESTABLE INDICES?
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GLOBAL HISTORICAL AND FORECASTED 
ANNUAL PERCENT RETURN ESTIMATES
(BEFORE INFLATION, FEES, AND TAXES)

NON-PROFIT INVESTMENTS
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We can help you improve your return/risk ratio.
•  To earn competitive returns with small portfolios (as defined in relation to the aggregate

non-profit investments of a given organization) Midwest creates and manages passive
multi-asset portfolios composed of low-cost index and exchange traded funds. Passive
and active strategies can also be recommended for large portfolios.  Both processes are
highly efficient, and generally outperform most active managers over time (a primary
reason is that their charges are usually unwarranted in relation to the expected returns
and risks).

•  Each non-profit portfolio is customized to your specific goals, highly diversified, and
systematically rebalanced.

•  There are no conflicts of interest, as 100% of our revenue is derived from clients.
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COMPOUNDED GAINS + COST SAVINGS 
= AN ENORMOUS ADVANTAGE

The results can be significant when you invest wisely and eliminate 
unnecessary expenses.  For example, let us assume your donations plus 
portfolio gains average 10% annually, and your spending rates plus 
administrative expenses average 5%.  As the chart below shows, a 5.0% 
average annual gain on a $10 million portfolio becomes $26.5 million and 
$70.4 million respectively over twenty- and forty-year periods.**

BUILDING RESOURCES TO FULFILL YOUR MISSION
(assuming a 5.0% compounded net annual return)

“Remember, investment 
returns are uncertain. 

But you have almost total 
control over costs.”

Jonathan Clements
Author and Former Columnist,

The Wall Street Journal
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**This analysis is for illustrative purposes only.  Actual net returns will vary widely depending on investment results, donations, and 
 portfolio management and administrative expenses.



WE CAN HELP 
YOU TO CAPTURE 
HIGHER RETURNS 

Midwest Asset Management understands the investment and 
donation challenges you face in the current environment, and 
builds portfolios solely for your benefit.  Accordingly, please note:

• Long-term investment success may not be easy, but it does not
have to be complicated, time-consuming, or stressful.

• We extensively diversify and implement a time-tested quantitative
approach to minimize subjectivity and unnecessary fees, and
this process increases your probability of success.

There are many meaningful opportunities.  Please let us know 
how we can help you to achieve your financial goals.

SIMPLIFYING AND 
IMPROVING
YOUR 
INVESTMENT
PROCESS

Contact us today to arrange an initial meeting.

608-273-2900 or contact@quantmanagement.com
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ABOUT OUR FIRM
Midwest Asset Management is an independent 
Registered Investment Advisor and financial fiduciary 
specializing in fixed income and equity portfolios for 
institutions and high net-worth individuals.  Located in 
Middleton, Wisconsin, the firm utilizes a quantitative 
process to help improve your return/risk ratio and 
ultimately strengthen your financial freedom.  This 
technique can also improve your probability of success 
in conjunction with other strategies.

For small clients we build Customized Multi-Asset Class 
Portfolios using passive Index and Exchange Traded 
Funds, and for large clients we build separate fixed and 
equity portfolios.  

We trust this summary can help to clarify how you 
can benefit from our investment strategies.
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HELPING YOU TO ACHIEVE 
WORTHY CAUSES

Contact us today to learn how 
we can help you to meet 
your goals.

1-608-273-2900 or
contact@quantmanagement.com



MIDWEST ASSET MANAGEMENT, INC.
8383 Greenway Blvd., Suite 600 

Middleton, WI  53562  USA
1-608-273-2900

contact@quantmanagement.com

www.quantmanagement.com

DISCLAIMERS:

Past performance does not guarantee future results:  Investing in fixed income and equities 
should be considered speculative and involves risks, including the possible loss of principal.  
Global Historical returns and forecasts should not be used as the primary basis for investment 
decisions.  You should consider Midwest Asset based on the suitability of its strategies in relation
to your objectives and risk tolerances.  

Global Historical Market Returns and Forecasts:  Returns and forecasts are prior to inflation, 
fees, and taxes.  Midwest Asset considers these as estimates (including inflation) to be used as 
base rates only, and does not make any claim to their accuracy.  Midwest Asset compiles data 
from sources deem to be reliable, but cannot in any way be responsible for actual or opportunity 
losses that an investor may incur through their use.   Please contact us for data compilation 
methodologies and sources. 

Target Allocations:  Actual allocations and strategies used may be different than those depicted. 
Future performance may be notably different than expected.
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MIDWEST MISSION STATEMENT

Our sole objective is to do what is right for clients 
so they can increase their opportunities and choices.

To accomplish our mission, we are committed to a time-tested
quantitative approach, reasonable fees, and superior service.

 “ Every sunrise is an invitation for us to 
arise and brighten someone’s day.”

Richelle E. Goodrich
Author, Smile Anyway: Quotes, Verse

& Grumblings for Everyday of the Year
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Midwest Asset Management, Inc. 
is a business partner member of 

NACUBO®, The National 
Association of College and 

University Business Officers, Inc., 
and a member of the Wisconsin 

Philanthropy Network.




